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 This thesis examines the influence of classical architectural styles and principles on 
architectural projects in Germany during the Third Reich. My research focuses on major projects 
completed by the state and does not delve into private buildings or other structures. All of the 
data was gathered from scholarly publications of repute and photographs to determine how Adolf 
Hitler’s regime utilized Greek and Roman stylistic elements in an attempt to revive the power 
and culture of Germany during a time of strife, as well as how Nazi architecture reflected 
Hitler’s personal ambition as dictator. Additionally, the thesis doubles as an expansion of my 
classics Capstone project completed in the fall of 2020. Upon examination of many of 
Germany’s most prominent undertakings during the 1930s and 40s, it is apparent that the Nazi 
obsession with Greco-Roman architecture stems mostly from Hitler individually, and that 
Hitler’s love of classical visual arts was built the as propaganda to evoke admiration and 
enthusiasm for a new leader and a new form of government. People all over the world have 
interpreted classical architecture in many different ways, but the perpetual controversy over the 
perceived connection between far-right authoritarianism and classical imagery (largely caused by 
the NSDAP’s undertakings) suggests that Hitler’s architectural campaigns have had long-term 
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Adolf Hitler’s policies and crimes against humanity during the 1930s and 1940s continue 
to permeate the minds of anyone who studies his life or his career as the Führer of National 
Socialist Germany. Generally perceived as an entity that is almost inhuman due to his brutality 
and isolated as a particularly special type of evil, he stands out far more as a malevolent creature 
than a man; however, it is important to recognize that he was indeed a human. To merely express 
disdain towards his war crimes dehumanizes him, and thus dehumanizes history. Simple 
psychoanalysis is fascinating and often telling of Hitler’s possible mental illnesses and 
addictions, but attributing his actions to general “evil” without acknowledging that he was 
human denies that his choices had immense consequences, and that we today are incapable of 
committing crimes on such a scale. Understanding the deep-seated connections between his 
passions and the ease with which he projected power to the masses through the lens of his love 
for architecture provides an advantage that one-dimensional scholarship regarding Hitler as an 
individual does not often possess.  
 This thesis aims to examine Nazi state architecture – particularly architecture influenced 
by that of ancient Rome, with which Hitler deeply involved himself. Hitler participated 
constantly and directly in the design of Nazi structures, intending to project his own power and 
that of Germany through stately and often larger-than-life buildings inspired by the classical 
world. As a young man, he fashioned himself as a talented, struggling artist-to-be, but his 
bitterness towards a society that he felt treated him unfairly grew with every rejection from 
Vienna’s art school while he dwelled in homeless shelters and men’s dormitories as a young 
adult. His position as Chancellor, however, provided him with a newfound hope of fulfilling 
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those childhood dreams through the use of his own unique twist on the famed Greek and Roman 
buildings he so admired. His plans were heavily influenced by classical architecture in general, 
but the elements that dominate are essentially Roman. This thesis seeks to ponder the 
significance of this phenomenon. 
 In Mein Kampf, Hitler cited numerous reasons that he would provide Germany with the 
leadership that it needed; he did this by building a detailed commentary on Germany’s 
contemporary social, cultural, and economic problems, and then offering his own answers to 
them. Among the answers he provided, Hitler touted classical architecture as an ideal answer. 
Like other cultural critics of his time, Hitler possessed an extreme distaste for modern 
architecture such as Bauhaus, which was in vogue in Germany at the time. He believed them to 
be boring and with a distinct lack of nationalist character, and that Greece and Rome were far 
better models in comparison. This hatred of modernism and wish to return to the beauty of the 
ancient world, when combined with Hitler’s narcissistic and megalomaniacal personality, created 
a series of strange, Nazified buildings that he hoped would leave a lasting (or possibly even 
permanent) mark on the history of human achievement. 
 Accompanied by a group of personal architects, Hitler threw himself personally into 
passion projects of architecture as soon as he was recognized as politically prominent, which 
occurred largely due to his intense and emotionally charged oration skills. The writings of his 
favorite architect, Albert Speer, who recorded stories and quotations from his life as Hitler’s 
confidant, illuminate the relationship between the dictator and his dearest underlings, and his 
book Neue Deutsche Baukunst, published first in 1941, brings to life over a dozen structures, or 
plans for structures, designed in tandem with Hitler himself. Although the term Germania did not 
achieve significance until after Hitler’s death, he was heavily engaged in designing what many 
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today call Germania: a new Berlin, reconstructed as the capital of the world. In addition to 
Germania itself, Hitler’s plans extended to the rest of Germany and, later, to all of Europe. From 
blueprints of a triumphal arch four-hundred meters tall in Berlin to Nazi temples in Munich, he 
wished to build an empire that would only compare in splendor to the most shining 
accomplishments of Rome. This thesis will utilize photographs of completed structures and 
preliminary models, integrated with Hitler’s thoughts and opinions, to demonstrate that one 
cannot look past seemingly trivial preoccupations (such as art and architecture) when 
endeavoring to understand how he used architecture as a weapon to strike fear in the hearts of 

















Chapter 1: Understanding the Relationship Between Fascism and Classical Architecture 
  
In order to effectively interpret the connection between fascist governments and their 
iterations of architecture, it is necessary to define fascism itself. The word “fascism” has been 
utilized in various (and often unclear) ways since its arrival in the early 20th century, but few 
definitions provide a concise and all-encompassing description of its unique qualities. The 
general consensus holds that fascism is always, at heart, an authoritarian movement, in which the 
figure rising to power as a dictatorial figurehead “usually feel[s] they are in possession of some 
irresistible power”.1 Merriam-Webster defines the word as an ultranationalist political 
philosophy, whether realized or hypothetical, “headed by a dictatorial leader, severe economic 
and social regimentation, and forcible suppression of opposition.”2 However, virtually every type 
of authoritarian government possesses these qualities; thus, this definition fails to provide 
enough detail regarding the emphasis fascist regimes place upon national history and cultural 
heritage.  
Helen Roche notes that fascist movements “tend to glorify the national past of the 
country in which they arise.”3 This key historical characteristic is what makes the ideology so 
distinct from other forms of authoritarianism, such as some manifestations of communism, which 
often attempts to destroy the culture of the past through revolution. Fascism glorifies and reveres 
 
1 Eric Hoffer, The True Believer: Thoughts on the Nature of Mass Movements (New York: Harper & Row, 1966), 
19. 
2 Merriam-Webster Dictionary, s.v. “Fascism,” Accessed February 18, 2021. https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/fascism. 
3 Helen Roche, “‘Distant Models’? Italian Fascism, National Socialism and the Lure of the Classics,” in Brill’s 
Companion to the Classics, Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany, ed. Helen Roche and Kyriakos Demetriou (Leiden: 
Koninklijke Brill NV, 2018), 3. 
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the past, whether ancient or recent, whether real or rooted in distant mythology. Thus, in the 
interest of establishing a connection between fascism and architecture of the ancient world, it 
would benefit scholars to answer the often-overlooked question of why fascism, and Nazism in 
particular, apotheosizes the Western world’s classical roots.  
Fascist movements aim to justify the present by referring to a romanticized and 
glamorized history of the people who follow them. Leaders of these movements possess a view 
of a utopian past, “less based on what actually was than what he wants the future to be.”4 Modern 
ultranationalist leaders rely on a narrative that casts their nation as an entity that has always 
existed, but somehow lost itself due to cultural ‘decline’ and now needing someone to steer it 
back towards its historical grandeur. Eric Hobsbawm lists the example of Nazi symbolism as a 
deliberately created tradition, a “process of formalization and ritualization, characterized by 
reference to the past.”5 The rhetoric of fascist movements is usually comprised of a combination 
of facts and carefully constructed historiographical discourse in which imagination plays a vital 
role. Leaders and members of the political elite are responsible for harnessing this rhetoric’s 
power to gain popularity among the average countrymen, who then willingly allow the fascist 
movement to gain traction.  
Although it is quite difficult to define fascism, it is not at all complicated to determine 
why modified and invented history exist at the very core of fascist movements. First and 
foremost, drawing upon a distant past is low-hanging fruit – a simple and easily manipulated 
method of gaining the love of the people, which is ultimately needed to avoid long-term 
struggles such as mass protests or a coup and allow the fascist regime to retain its influence on 
 
4 Hoffer, The True Believer, 53. 
5 Eric Hobsbawm, “Introduction: Inventing Traditions,” in The Invention of Tradition, ed. Eric Hobsbawm and 
Terence Ranger (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 4. 
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the public. In addition, a fascist movement’s evocation of its national past provides new hope of 
regaining the stability and prosperity of a previous golden age under a unified government. Italy 
had descended into civil chaos and violence by the time Benito Mussolini made his March on 
Rome, and Germany’s Weimar Republic was facing severe inflation and other consequences of a 
low-performing economy after its loss in World War I.6 The two leaders easily seized the 
opportunity to take advantage of the power vacuum created by widespread popular discontent 
with their respective nations’ pre-fascist governments. Generally, the greatest promise of fascism 
is to bring a glorious past into the present and ultimately provide a savior for a desperate country 
at the end of its rope. This was done in the years that directly preceded Mussolini’s Fascist 
takeover of Italy and Adolf Hitler’s election to the chancellery. Mussolini utilized Italy’s history 
as the heart of the Roman Empire, and Hitler sought to revive his nation’s Germanic and 
‘classical’ past. 
Not coincidentally for fascists, the ancient past was also utilized by Caesar Augustus 
during his reign as the first Roman emperor, disguised as a restoration of the Republic. Augustus, 
while he should not be anachronistically compared with modern fascist rulers, certainly dwelled 
in the back of their minds as a model for emulation. As emperor, he successfully reorganized and 
reoriented Rome and its environs into an autocracy run solely by him; he owed much of his 
success to his cunning ability to embellish the positive qualities of the past and simply omit its 
facets that he did not prefer to answer for (such as the civil violence that occurred multiple times 
during the Republic, as it conflicted with his doctrine of Republican peace and harmony). This 
coincides with his fruitful attempt to install that version of Rome’s Republican past in the 
contemporary empire. He gave Romans an irresistible sense that they possessed a special, 
 
6 Helen Roche, “Mussolini’s ‘Third Rome,’ Hitler’s Third Reich and the Allure of Antiquity: Classicizing 
Chronopolitics as a Remedy for Unstable National Identity?,” Fascism 8.2 (December 2019): 127-152. 
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exclusive, and inherently greater identity and mission than those of other ancient cultures. 
Augustus’ mandate that citizens must wear a toga to public events and festivals is only one 
example of his intelligent plan to make Romans believe that Rome was turning away from the 
recent decadence caused by wealth flowing from its provinces and towards its ancient 
emblematic virtues of frugalitas and severitas. Most importantly, however, he ushered in a 
golden age, a Pax Romana, to bring back the “real” Rome as it supposedly existed long before 
his birth. Writers such as Livy were complicit in (possibly not deliberately) revising the past to 
create a legitimate, albeit anachronistic, space for a new autocratic regime in the present. Pro-
Nazi authors, Gerhard Rodenwaldt being a fitting example, repeated this method almost exactly, 
but with greater understanding of their goals. Reasonably, political figures vying for limitless 
power tend to see Augustus as an effective paradigm for dictatorial rule.  
While some areas of Italy had prospered and industrialized after the country’s unification 
in 1871, others had experienced widespread decay and corruption. The democratic government 
that had taken control after the Risorgimento was weak, and many felt it was mediocre; Italians 
possessed little love for their nation, but much more for their regional and local identities. Thus, 
the area was ripe for the rebirth of ideas that every citizen could feel pride in – similar to the 
Augustan platform of unity and reconciliation after years of civil discord. Following the 
Augustan model, Mussolini’s path to power was simple: he reminded the downtrodden Italians 
that their ancestors had been the cradle of Western civilization before promising them to restore 
the country back to its ‘Romanness’ (romanitá). Rome had countless surviving Roman 
monuments and artifacts just under its streets, and giving the Italians something to strive for 
allowed Mussolini to exploit that rich history for his own political gain. Mussolini appropriated 
Italy’s classical past through his own arguably easier method by reclaiming the Adriatic Sea as 
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Mare Nostrum, and adopted the phrase as a justification for building a new Roman Empire and 
expanding across the Mediterranean Sea to Ethiopia.7 Citizens laid their eyes upon Roman-style 
statues of Mussolini in a multitude of public spaces, framing Il Duce as a unifying symbol of 
Italy’s restoration akin to Augustus himself. In the case of Germany, the end of the First World 
War and the years directly thereafter proved disastrous. Germany’s economy was virtually 
defunct, and by the year preceding the founding of the Third Reich, even the majority of high-
level officials in the Weimar Republic were apathetic about their country at best.8 In both 
circumstances, fascism held an advantageous position in a downtrodden and fractured country.  
Utilizing the ancient past proved useful to fascists in Italy and Germany due to its ability 
to reconcile decades, or possibly even centuries, of past differences and promise stability where 
it previously did not exist. Italy fell into step with Mussolini’s propagandic policy of romanitá 
(although most of his vague promises regarding Italy’s national future went unanswered and 
eventually led to his demise), and German society largely embraced the promises of renewal 
embodied by Hitler.9 They trusted in the party’s promises to reattain Germany’s status as an 
economic powerhouse and to protect and care for her people in a utopian Volksgemeinschaft, or 
‘people’s community.’ After years of political corruption and lack of security, fascism could take 
hold with relatively few setbacks. Indeed, we can again recall the circumstances out of which 
Augustus’ Principate was born: a society suffocating under the weight of a century of civil 
unrest, pessimistic, and with little light at the end of the tunnel.  
While there are a number of similarities between the two regimes, it is important to note 
that Mussolini’s usurpation of ancient history was smoother and less complicated than Hitler’s, 
 
7 Samuel Agbamu, “Mare Nostrum: Italy and the Mediterranean of Ancient Rome in the Twentieth and Twenty-
First Centuries,” Fascism 8.2 (2019), 260. 
8 William L. Shirer, The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2011), 3. 
9 Shirer, Rise and Fall, 205. 
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simply due to his fortuitous physical location; the city of Rome itself was the seat of the Roman 
Empire until the fall of its western half. However, Adolf Hitler lacked an easy method of 
claiming Greek or Roman history as German heritage. In fact, ancient Germanic tribes spent 
centuries attempting to push the Romans out of their territory and proved themselves among 
Rome’s most difficult enemies. This raises the question of what special qualities classical 
civilizations possessed that persuaded Hitler to go to such lengths; after all, the ancient and 
resilient tribes that fought so hard against Rome for their autonomy seem rather antithetical to 
the idea that Rome was the superior model to follow. He had the option to merely claim 
Germanic supremacy, but Germanic visuals are not emblematic of Western power. Greece and 
Rome, completely unlike their German counterparts, built grand and semi-permanent temples 
and homes of smooth stone and marble; to put it simply, no one knows what Germanic culture 
looked like, but the whole world is well aware of Greece and Rome’s accomplishments. The 
Germanic tribes are still widely considered today to have been ‘barbaric’ and temporary, while 
the striking visual appearance of Greco-Roman imagery and architecture is often idealized as 
sophisticated and eternal.  
The Germans believed that under Hitler’s leadership, they were the heroes of Europe, 
reaching back to an era pre-Enlightenment to embody the modern version of the ancient Greeks: 
“the reincarnation of the primordial people.”10 Hitler and his party purported that the genuine 
heritage of the Greeks was also the heritage of the Germans, thus making those of Germanic 
descent the real heirs of Greek cultural and military successes. The process required the NSDAP 
and its supporters to jump through a plethora of artificial and manipulated hoops in order to 
reach the conclusion. It included misleading, or downright deceitful, falsifications of history, 
 
10 Christopher Vasillopulos, The Triumph of Hate: The Political Theology of the Hitler Movement (Lanham: 
University Press of America, 2012), 182. 
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archaeology, and science, and the result was a completely new culture; in reality, it was a 
simplistic, yet imaginative, syncretism of classical and Germanic art and folklore. Much of it 
was, in fact, self-contradictory: Hitler adored the story of the Germanic military leader Arminius, 
although he was decisively neither Greek nor Roman, deeming him “the first architect of our 
[Germans’] freedom.”11 He relished in Arminius’ triumph over Rome while simultaneously 
venerating Rome for its own military triumphs, yet also continued to glorify the Greeks, whom 
he allegedly believed to be superior to Romans. He named the German people his Volk, a term 
created with a goal to culturally and physically unify people along the lines of ‘racial purity.’ 
Undeniably, Germans found themselves hyperaware of their perceived heritage and drawn to 
others like them, while being likewise advised to repel those unlike them; history is an integral 
piece of an individual’s identity, and a history shared among members of a group provides them 
with an irrational sense of “deep, horizontal comradeship” despite the harsh realities of economic 
and social inequality.12 
Cultural heritage based upon the famous ancients, even when imbibed with false ‘race 
science,’ generated an almost religious fervor among Germans. One consensus of the German 
academic community during the Third Reich was this: while the Greeks had once been racially 
homogenous, especially in ancient Sparta, race-mixing had diluted the Greek bloodline over 
time, while the blood of “Nordic” Germans remained pure and therefore superior.13 Academic 
publications sought to compare Hitler with Rome’s greatest emperors, focusing mostly on 
Augustus; Gerhart Rodenwaldt, falling prey to the emotionally-charged ideology of the National 
 
11 Adolf Hitler, Hitler's Table Talk, 1941-1944, trans. Norman Cameron and R.H. Stevens (New York: Enigma 
Books, 2000), 78. 
12 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London and 
New York: Verso, 2006), 7. 
13 Stefan Altekamp, “Classical Archaeology in Nazi Germany,” in Brill’s Companion to the Classics, Fascist Italy 
and Nazi Germany, ed. Helen Roche and Kyriakos Demetriou (Leiden: Koninklijke Brill NV, 2018), 310. 
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Socialists, wrote a number of articles on Greek and Roman architecture after Hitler rose to 
power, as well as a 1942 essay waxing poetic about the majesty of Augustan art. The essay was 
an example of the grip Hitler’s ideology had on the upper echelons of Germany and the lack of 
open opposition it faced. It was yet another example of the regime and its admirers’ clumsy and 
simplistic conflation of Greece and Rome’s disparate cultures. Hitler’s regime depended solely 
upon the symbolic imagery and aesthetic value of the ancient world and not of its real and 
nuanced history. 
Nazi architecture is arguably a direct byproduct of fascist movements’ interest in the 
classical past. If both Mussolini and Hitler enjoyed making connections between themselves and 
the ancient world, architecture is possibly the most powerful of many ways to manifest those 
connections. It is no wonder that Augustus was a prime standard of cultural achievement for 
fascists, given that he famously transformed Rome from a city of brick to one of marble; fascist 
movements such as those of Italy and Germany made it a goal to transform their own cities in 
such a way. Many state architectural projects undertaken by Mussolini’s Fascist government 
closely resemble Roman monuments (see the ‘Square Colosseum,’ the Foro Mussolini, and the 
Justice Palace for examples), but Nazi architecture was unique in one crucial way: Adolf Hitler’s 
personal participation and hands-on presence in almost every major Nazi architectural project. 
Hitler is infamous for many reasons, but his sentimental fascination with painting and art seems 
an unexpected contrast to his brutality. When he found himself barred from attending art school 
as a young man in Vienna, he became convinced that he could eventually make a name for 
himself as an architect.14 Architecture functioned as a supplement to Hitler’s talent of weaving 
propaganda through highly skilled oration, but he was also truly passionate about architectural 
 
14 Hitler 87. 
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design and sketching. He did not lose sight of his dream, and after becoming dictator, he spent 
almost as much time poring over his drawings and scale models as he spent giving speeches. 
Hitler’s vice grip on Germany meant that no person or institution could legally block him from 
realizing his long-standing goals; his cadre of personal architects, whom he often consulted with 
multiple times in a day, even managed to realize a number of sketches he had drawn while still 
an insignificant, transient young man in Vienna. His architectural overhaul of Germany (and, so 
he hoped, eventually the world) began even before his dictatorship with the renovation of the 



















Chapter 2: The Renovation of Munich 
 
Hitler began to transform his architectural ideas into tangible structures during the same 
time period in which he established himself in German politics. What had been a dream from his 
youth in Austria transformed into a real discipline, and from that point onwards, “his political 
and architectural ambitions developed hand in hand.”15 The buildings commissioned almost two 
years before he became Chancellor were the epitome of Hitler’s earliest architectural endeavors: 
restrained and simple, albeit still paying homage to classical architectural styles.  
For his very first substantial undertakings, Hitler mostly chose to adapt preexisting sites 
in Munich, which he later named “Capital of the Movement” in honor of the NSDAP’s early 
years in the city, during which the party faced major setbacks, such as Hitler being jailed for his 
involvement in the 1923 Munich Beer Hall Putsch. In fact, while incarcerated in Landsberg am 
Lech afterwards for treason, he dedicated the first volume of Mein Kampf to the members of the 
NSDAP who died in the attempted coup; the volume’s acknowledgements chronicle the name, 
birthday, and career of every “martyr,” and Hitler even dedicates its fourth of twelve chapters to 
Munich.16 Thus, he wanted to commemorate what he clearly saw as oppressive and difficult 
times during the early 20s to further his propaganda campaign, which manifested largely through 
architecture. This pattern of glorifying the Putsch continued in various ways from the time of its 
occurrence until the fall of the Reich. He also chose many preexisting sites in favor of building 
entirely new complexes because he, at this time, was trying to establish a solid power base for 
the Nazi Party in the face of still-present political opposition.17 Though Hitler’s academic 
 
15 Frederic Spotts, Hitler and the Power of Aesthetics (New York: The Overlook Press, 2018), 315. 
16 Hitler, Mein Kampf, trans. James Murphy (Arden, England: Coda Books Ltd., 2011), 8. 
17 Joshua Hagen and Robert C. Ostergren, Building Nazi Germany: Place, Space, Architecture, and Ideology 
(Lanham, Maryland and London: Rowman & Littlefield, 2020), 107. 
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followers alleged that it was the Dorians from whom the Germans descended,18 it became clear 
during this period that his surprisingly hands-on involvement in the Nazis’ architectural 
endeavors contributed to buildings that took more inspiration from Rome’s architectural 
aesthetic; this further proves that Hitler’s appropriation of the past was not based upon truth, but 
instead on a sloppy and confusing conglomeration of Greek history and Roman artistry, which 
was mainly utilized as an overall shallow, yet visually pleasing aesthetic. His undertakings in 
Munich were some of the first iterations of his strange, disjointed artistic vision. The only 
consistent belief that Hitler held regarding architecture was a disdain for industrialized Germany, 
and he wished to prioritize community life and public monuments instead of focusing on 
individual achievement. To him, architecture incited a more effective response when they were 
“imposing structures that belonged to the whole community.”19 Ergo, Hitler turned to the ancient 
past, in which public monuments and buildings were erected in virtually every community, as his 
ultimate model. He and the Nazi sympathizers among academic circles continued to present false 
anthropological theories, repeating them as truth to the masses, until he became highly popular 
among the German people. 
As the NSDAP grew larger and more popular, the number of hired personnel followed 
suit, and by the time Hitler decided to move his Nazi headquarters to Munich, the 
accommodations for Nazi officials became far too cramped. Thus, the Nazi Party soon bought a 
large neoclassical house on Brienner Straße in the city, which was shortly thereafter called the 
Brown House, named after Hitler’s SA (the later-purged predecessors of the SS) who wore 
brown shirts. Hitler’s choice of architect for his first monumental architectural projects, 
 
18 Sherree Owens Zalampas, Adolf Hitler: A Psychological Interpretation of His Views on Architecture Art and 
Music (Bowling Green, Ohio: Bowling Green State University Popular Press, 1990), 72. 
19 Alexander Scobie, Hitler’s State Architecture: The Impact of Classical Antiquity (University Park and London: 
The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1990), 37; Hitler, Mein Kampf, 167. 
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including a massive renovation of the Brown House, was Paul Ludwig Troost, one of Hitler’s 
favorites from 1930 up until Troost’s death in 1934. Troost was himself more of a modernist and 
preferred more middle-of-the-road approaches to neoclassicism, but when combined with 
Hitler’s affection for ancient styles, his plans for both the interior and exterior of the Brown 
House (and all of his later designs as well) were consistently based upon classical models. As 
part of the new additions to the exterior, an element that would become especially significant 
later was added: a balcony, dubbed the “Führer balcony” by Frederic Spotts, where Hitler could 
look down on a crowd of followers in fervent celebration of the Nazi movement.20 Hitler kept a 
keen eye on every edit Troost made and regularly oversaw the progress of sketches and models 
himself, ensuring that the neoclassical elements were either kept, in the case of sites that already 
existed, or included in new buildings. The Brown House showed significant neoclassical 
elements already, including strong vertical and horizontal lines on the façade, simple and natural 
building materials, and shallow spaces, as seen in the slight depressions surrounding the 
windows. This strategy continued into many of his other early projects in Munich.  
He elected the Königsplatz in Munich for the purpose of honoring his comrades who fell 
from grace during the Putsch, a space which was originally designed for Prince Ludwig of 
Bavaria by architect Leo von Klenze. The site could help Hitler consolidate his cult of 
personality and further political goals, but more importantly, it could act as a stepping-stone 
towards his true desire to rebuild entire cities according to his megalomaniacal dream: creating a 
regime not only to imitate the ancients, but to surpass them in durability and in power. Hitler 
stated in Mein Kampf, long before the redesign of the Königsplatz, that he admired ancient 
architecture largely because they “were not meant to have a transitory interest but an enduring 
 
20 Spotts, Hitler and the Power of Aesthetics, 336. 
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one.”21 Luckily for Hitler, the square at Königsplatz already held the shape of a classical meeting 
space, and the existing neoclassical structures complemented the new plans well, particularly two 
Greek-style buildings designed by von Klenze: the Glyptothek with its obviously Ionic porch, 
and the Neue Staatsgalerie, with a Corinthian one.22 A large Doric gate called the Propyläen, 
named after a multitude of monumental gateways (usually in ruins) in Greece, was also present 
before the NSDAP involved itself with the site.23 The fourth side of the square-shaped area was 
left empty until the Nazis placed their own buildings on the site. 
  Fig. 1, aerial view of the Königsplatz, 193724 
Because the buildings had Greek names and architectural styles, scholars often state that 
the Königsplatz – at least in its original state – had decisive Greek influence, but the lack of 
commercial activity in the center and the presence of strictly political and, one could argue, 
religious structures added by the Nazis show that the Königsplatz functioned as more of a Roman 
 
21 Hitler, Mein Kampf, 167. 
22 John T. Quinn, “The Ancient Rome of Adolf Hitler,” The Classical Bulletin, 76.2 (January 2000): 144. 
23 The name Propyläen could also refer more specifically to the famed gate leading up to the Athenian Acropolis, 
but there is no hard evidence that this had been von Klenze’s intention. 
24 “Königsplatz as the Party Forum,” Munich Documentation Centre for the History of National Socialism, accessed 




forum. Fora were intended for cultural and political purposes relating to the state, while a Greek 
agora’s purpose was to provide inhabitants with a space for marketing their wares and 
assembling if needed.25 The Roman forum was lined with shops, temples, and political buildings, 
but there is a key difference between an agora and a forum: the agora (the most important of 
which is in ancient Athens, and was especially prominent during the period of democracy) 
signifies an awareness of self in an individual, while the Roman forum emphasizes loyalty to the 
state above all else. This is evident in the size and placement of buildings; structures in the agora 
were smaller, and dedicated mostly to commercial and religious activity. The forum, on the other 
hand, was highly segmented in the Imperial era, and the looming presence of grandiose 
government buildings provided a constant reminder that the state reigned supreme without 
question. The style of every building commissioned by the NSDAP at the Königsplatz appears 
far more Roman than Greek, despite early attempts to evoke Greek rather than Roman artistic 
styles. It is possible that the transformation of the Königsplatz from its original purpose as an 
homage to the Hellenistic world into something more similar to Roman Imperial architecture 
may have been partially inspired by Mussolini, but Hitler had other, less political reasons as well. 
He simply found strong angular structures more pleasing than other “German” architectural 
styles, such as Gothic, baroque, or Romanesque, all of which he considered excessive.26 Roman 
 
25 Scobie, Hitler’s State Architecture, 57. 
26 Zalampas, Adolf Hitler, 74. 
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structures also tended to showcase less curvature and ornamentation than those of Greece, so it 
follows that Hitler would find styles other than Roman merely tasteless. 
        Fig. 2, plan of the Forum of Pompeii27 
 
Three new buildings were added to the site; one, the Führerbau, belonged to Hitler alone, 
while the other two, the Ehrentempel (Honor Temples) honored the sixteen “martyred” Nazis 
who died in the failed 1923 coup.28 The Führerbau, possessing some of the same elements found 
at the Brown House, acted as a confirmation of Hitler as the figurehead of the fascist movement, 
an imposing structure inserted into a previously politically neutral space to display Hitler’s 
dedication to the ideology he spearheaded. Von Klenze’s goal in the mid-19th century, though it 
 
27 “The Forum at Pompeii,” Pompeii Forum Project, University of Virginia, last modified January 11, 2006, 
http://pompeii.virginia.edu/forummap.html. 
28 Scobie, Hitler’s State Architecture: The Impact of Classical Antiquity, 58. 
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still provided an example of Prince Ludwig’s wealth through the Greek and Roman art pieces 
housed in the Glyptothek, was not necessarily an overt symbol of aggressive self-promotion.  
        Fig. 3, The Führerbau in 201629 
Although the Führerbau was a considerable achievement of early Nazi architecture, the 
two Honor Temples provided the true focal point of the Königsplatz, placed directly in the center 
to occupy the majority of a viewer’s awareness. Troost designed the Honor Temples in a 
particular style now called “stripped” classicism, in which the architects remove all of the 
detailed designs that usually accompany a classical building, leaving only the bare bones of the 
foundation, pillars, and roof and simply alluding to classical styles rather than directly referring 
to them.30 Interestingly, this was the time period during which a distinctive “Führer style” began 
to develop through Troost and Hitler’s architectural partnership. The label encompassed any 
dramatic and stately neoclassical ‘carcass’ that were designed and built under Hitler’s leadership. 
Years after Hitler’s death, Albert Speer admitted that this style did not really exist; rather, it was 
a term to legitimize neoclassicism that was so stark and imposing, it reached the point of 
 
29 “Führerbau,” Wikipedia, last modified September 13, 2020, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F%C3%BChrerbau. 
30 Roger Griffin, “Building the Visible Immortality of the Nation,” Fascism 7.1 (May 2018): 34. 
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“ludicrousness.”31 Whether the style was legitimate or not, however, a common title was 
embraced for the average Nazi building, implying that Hitler was significant enough as dictator 
to possess his own architectural aesthetic. Certainly, this must have incited a sense of vindication 
within Hitler, who had before thought he could become an architect for the German state, 
“according to the will of Fate.”32 
Troost designed the Honor Temples as square buildings with atria (open air or skylight 
spaces surrounded by a building) in the ceilings, twenty-four rectangular fluted columns with no 
ornate capitals, and a sunken space in the center of the floor to house eight sarcophagi each. 
   Fig. 4, Ehrentempel, Munich, 193533 
 
31 Albert Speer, Inside the Third Reich, trans. Richard and Clara Winston (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1997), 51. 
32 Hitler, Mein Kampf, 87. 
33 Iain Whyte, “National Socialism, Classicism, and Architecture,” in Brill’s Companion to the Classics, Fascist 
Italy and Nazi Germany, ed. Helen Roche and Kyriakos Demetriou (Leiden: Koninklijke Brill NV, 2018), 409. 
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Despite Hitler’s distaste for the recent architectural phenomenon of Bauhaus, the 
attributes listed above still lack some of the most recognizable Greco-Roman designs; there was 
absolutely no ornamentation, and neither building had any semblance of a roof directly above the 
cavity that held the sarcophagi. Interestingly, the area where the sarcophagi lay was sunken, with 
only a small number of steps downward. Overall, the buildings resembled a modernized 
amalgamation of Greek and Roman styles due to their stripped-down appearances. It can be 
argued that the temples, which inspired a solemn feeling of deference, physically manifested the 
NSDAP’s attempt to replace any possible ideological threat (such as Christianity and Judaism) 
with their own political dogma. The name -tempel signified that these supposedly political spaces 
should stay sacred (perhaps even religious) in nature, and Hitler amplified this designation by 
addressing his army and holding Nazi events onsite. He made a dramatic effort to exaggerate the 
deaths of his Nazi comrades, even orchestrating a grand opening of the new-and-improved area 
and hosting one of the party’s first book burnings on the spot in 1933. Hitler believed he owed 
his fallen countrymen, and that the temples could give them high honor as they deserved; in fact, 
the deaths were used as propaganda for the Nazi cause. Until the end of the Reich, new recruits 
gazed upon a flag drenched in the blood of the ‘martyrs’ as they were sworn in, and everyone 
who passed it was required to perform the Nazi salute.  
The combination of the semi-modern appearance of these structures, along with the 
additional presence of architectural references to ancient history, suggests a deification of the 
martyred Nazis that purely modern buildings could not achieve as successfully. The recent 
Bauhaus style was too sterile and cold, and it lacked the inviting familiar qualities of 
neoclassicism, which had already been popularized in Europe in the 19th century; mainstream 
neoclassicism, on the other hand, did not reflect the Nazis’ unique formal architectural elements 
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such as uniformity and lack of ornamentation. These essential elements that made stripped 
classicism “stripped” defined the Nazi Party itself. Nazi buildings (unlike others that were 
inspired by the classical world) aimed to project to the individual viewer a sense of eternity by 
calling back to a seemingly immortal history, while still acting as an emblem of a present epoch, 
thus drawing a line between the two. 
Some researchers point to the Temple of Zeus at Olympia as a possible inspiration for the 
temples, a building from classical Greece; Hitler did indeed toy with propaganda based upon 
ancient Greece for a short time before deeming Rome a better fit for his political and military 
aspirations, but this viewpoint appears seldom in scholarship.34 Alex Scobie postulates that 
Troost may have taken inspiration for his rectangular and fluted columns from the House of Julia 
Felix in Pompeii, or from Hadrian’s villa in Tivoli, but no scholar has extensive evidence that he 
drew inspiration from any specific Roman site.35 The Roman influence was not lost on the 
average citizen of Munich: it was deemed by locals as “the railway station of Pompeii.”36 
Regardless, the structures may remind us that calling upon the past is a mere justification for the 
present; in the case of the temples, the intention was to honor real people who had lived and died, 
rather than immortal deities, as was custom in both Greece and Rome. In a way, Hitler’s usage of 
a semi-religious site placed his party members on the same level as the gods and heroes of the 
ancient world, which furthered his goals of creating an all-encompassing propaganda machine.  
Troost’s work on the Ehrentempel gave Hitler vital ammunition to continue his 
architectural campaign in Munich. Hitler assigned Troost to another project around the same 
 
34 Marek Antoszczyszyn, “Manipulations of Totalitarian Nazi Architecture,” IOP Conference Series: Material 
Science and Engineering, 245.052062 (2017): 1-10. 
35 Scobie, Hitler’s State Architecture, 61. 
36 Scobie, Hitler’s State Architecture, 58. 
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time he sketched out the Ehrentempel and before Troost’s death in 1934: that of the museum 
Haus der deutschen Kunst, or House of German Art, also in Munich. 
     Fig. 4, Haus der deutschen Kunst, Munich37 
The Haus der Kunst shared many of the same classical qualities exhibited by the 
government buildings at the Königsplatz. Troost’s original design for the Haus der deutschen 
Kunst originally incorporated the same rectangular pillars as those of the Honor Temples, but he 
later altered them to be circular after persuasion from an unidentified person. Scholars have 
suggested, without much evidence, that this person was possibly Hitler himself, which is not 
unlikely when taking into account his direct involvement and interest in Nazi architecture. The 
only exception was the two pillars on each end of the colonnade, which remained rectangular; in 
fact, evidence exists that Hitler himself urged Troost to change his mind, underscoring the 
building’s classical inspiration.38  
 
37 Spotts, Hitler and the Power of Aesthetics, 170. 
38 Whyte, “National Socialism, Classicism, and Architecture,” 412. 
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Regardless of whether Troost largely orchestrated the process or Hitler worked heavily 
behind the scenes (especially after Troost’s death), the Haus, opened in 1937, reflected the 
stateliness imposed by Roman architectural styles. Its intended purpose was to respond directly 
to the proliferation of modern art throughout Western Europe, which the Nazi Party deemed 
“degenerate.” Hitler described the Haus as “a temple for genuine and eternal German art,” and 
personally added an air raid shelter to the museum’s basement in preparation for an inevitable 
war of territorial expansion. His attempt to wow the German people at the beginning of his 
political career, however, only partially succeeded – many unimpressed locals referred to it 
derogatively as “the Athens railway station” or “a sausage stand.”39 Whatever the response, the 
purpose was the same: to evoke a sense of reverence for the past, and to draw the minds and 
hearts of the German people into believing that the Nazis would build a new version of the 
Roman Empire. 
By 1936, Hitler had censored speech and the press to a point at which no citizen could 
speak of a “sausage stand” without punitive measures. Thus, Hitler now possessed essentially 













Chapter 3: The 1936 Olympics 
 
After the Nazis finalized blueprints for the structures at Munich, Hitler, ever preoccupied 
by his dream of architectural prowess, already had another job to complete. Berlin was selected 
in 1931 to host the 1936 Olympic Games, two years before Hitler rose to dictatorship, and he and 
his top aides immediately prepared to create an over-the-top venue for them once they dominated 
German politics in 1933. Hitler ordered the design of a stadium to hold the Games, and Otto 
March, who was assigned during the Weimar Republic to restore the old Olympic stadium used 
in 1916, was kept as the main architect. As usual, the architect in charge of a given project either 
made preliminary decisions regarding structure and materials before showing them to Hitler, or 
Hitler himself drew plans up and passed them to his team for revisions.40 In this case, when 
March brought his first plans of the Olympiastadion (Olympic stadium) to Hitler, his beloved 
architect and confidant Albert Speer recalls that Hitler “curtly informed State Secretary 
Pfundtner to cancel the Olympic Games.”41 Speer claims that Hitler’s anger stemmed from his 
antipathy towards March’s wish to use glass walls and steel beams, similar to the contemporary 
Vienna Stadium; once Speer spent that evening adding cornices, concealing the steel frames with 
natural stone, and eliminating all presence of glass, “Hitler was content.”42  
Hitler’s impetuous outburst resulted in massive changes in the appearance of the stadium. 
March had already taken his inspiration from ancient Greek stadia (although many scholars 
believe that the Colosseum influenced its design), but he wished to somewhat modernize the 
 
40 Spotts, Hitler and the Power of Aesthetics, 333. 
41 Speer, Inside the Third Reich, 80. 
42 See footnote 41. 
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building by altering the building materials.43 Speer’s cosmetic overhaul combined with Hitler’s 
consistent oversight produced a stadium in 1936 that resembled neither a 20th-century 
construction nor a Greek one; in fact, it much more resembled an amphitheater of the Roman 
Empire (Greeks often utilized the natural landscape for their theaters, building their seating 
directly into the hillsides, while Romans constructed theirs on flat ground and built upwards, as 
seen in the stadium here). The Olympiastadion jutted up directly from the ground, and, also like 
a Roman theater, took the shape of a closed oval instead of a semicircle.44 The stark, angular 
blocks of the completed structure exhibit only the bare bones of classicism despite its Roman 
origins, but it still looks highly similar to the most famous theater of Rome: the Colosseum. 
Fig. 5, Olympiastadion, Berlin45 
 
43 Julia Hell, The Conquest of Ruins: The Third Reich and the Fall of Rome (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2019), 362. 
44 Whyte, “National Socialism, Classicism, and Architecture,” 419. 




         Fig. 6, Colosseum, Rome46 
 
Gerhart Rodenwaldt, a classical archaeologist, member of the German Archaeological 
Institute, and ardent supporter of Hitler, enthusiastically compared the Olympiastadion and a 
Roman amphitheater in an essay, signifying that Hitler and Speer had achieved their goal of 
propagandizing it.47 Based on the Nazi architecture that he oversaw, Hitler’s opinion was likely 
that Roman architecture was better. There is little evidence that Hitler preferred Roman 
architecture over its Hellenic predecessor, but the former again prevailed over the latter in the 
case of the Olympiastadion. 
Interestingly, this was not always the case. The 1936 Olympics were filmed by filmmaker 
Leni Riefenstahl, leading to the release of the film Olympia, which exhibited obvious elements 
that were generally an expression of non-specific classical influence. Riefenstahl claimed until 
 
46 “Colosseum,” Wikipedia, last modified March 15, 2021, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colosseum. 
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her death that the Nazis had not contributed any funding (which would make the film less 
suspect in the promotion of propaganda), but there is documented evidence that Goebbels’ 
Ministry of Propaganda indirectly funded Riefenstahl’s project through a shell corporation.48 
Olympia was not released until 1938 due to the amount of time Riefenstahl needed to comb 
through over one million feet of film, but academics generally agree that the film incorporates a 
“fascist aesthetic.”49 This is especially apparent in the introductory scene, during which the 
camera pans slowly over a number of Romanticized classical ruins and sculptures, neither Greek 
nor Roman, but both simultaneously. However, the ruins slowly fade as the Athenian Parthenon 
comes into view and is in turn replaced by the newly-completed Olympiastadion. The indirect 
comparison between the ruins and the stadium brings Albert Speer’s theory of Ruinenwert (ruin 
value), borrowed and expanded from the height of the Romantic movement, to the forefront. 
Ruin value is the idea that a building should be designed with a future collapse in mind; 
should it fall into disrepair, the ruins left behind should be long-lasting and aesthetically 
pleasing. Hitler himself openly supported the principle of ruin value, even mentioning the 
undefined concept in Mein Kampf in reference to how hideous Berlin’s ruins would be should 
Germany fade into obscurity, simply due to the perceived inferiority of “Jewish department 
stores and joint-stock hotels.”50 According to this mindset, materials such as iron and steel did 
not make for beautiful ruins, and thus should be used as rarely as possible (if at all). Rather, the 
theory of ruin value suggests that we should build from the same materials the ancients used, 
almost as if its main purpose is to imitate the classical legacy – the ancient buildings which are 
already in ruins. This is evident through the introduction to Riefenstahl’s film. The deliberate 
 
48 Michael Mackenzie, “From Athens to Berlin: The 1936 Olympics and Leni Riefenstahl’s Olympia,” Critical 
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shift from the ruins of the Parthenon to the new stadium draws a parallel between the two 
structures, meant to show the viewer that the Olympiastadion will act as a symbol of the great 
Reich in the same way that the Parthenon symbolizes the power and cultural hegemony of 
ancient Athens. 
Despite this, the other ruins in the introduction are still nondescript, lacking any 
distinctive Greek or Roman components. This illustrates the clumsy pattern of the Nazis’ 
attempts to evoke classical history. In trying to conjure a national image reflecting the power of 
the ancients, the NSDAP failed to decisively choose whom to emulate: Greece, Rome, or even 
Mussolini’s reiteration of Rome. Such a failure correlates with the overall cultural failure to 
create a coherent narrative connecting Germany to the classical world; Hitler’s regime 
floundered and waffled between Greek, Roman, and Germanic history and remained bizarrely 
















Chapter 4: Nuremberg’s Naziparteitagsgelände 
 
During the period of time from approximately 1935 to 1938, an observable shift in 
architectural style took place; Hitler needed more than vague echoes to the classical past, and he 
began to opt for more ostentatious and decorative elements of architecture than ever before. He 
set his sights on Nuremberg, this time for the main purpose of holding events for his 
considerable base of followers. The area he and his architects chose had served as a park during 
the Weimar Republic: a perfectly large and almost-empty location for building, save for two pre-
Nazi buildings (one of which Hitler modified). Hitler needed a great amount of space to 
complete his Nuremberg project: the Naziparteitagsgelände, or Nazi Party Rally Grounds.  
These grounds held only a handful of rallies, all of which occurred between 1933 and 
1938, but Hitler nonetheless had grand plans for them before the war. At first, the only blueprints 
for rally-related construction included a “Party Forum” sketched by Professor Paul Schultze-
Naumburg. However, Hitler believed Naumburg’s drawings had the likeness of a “provincial 
market” and scrapped this idea in favor of Albert Speer’s grand vision of using one complex for 
every purpose Hitler required.51 The substantial group of buildings just outside Nuremberg 
would allow Hitler to further emphasize his position as leader of a cult of personality and 










         Fig. 1, model of the Rally Grounds, 193652 
The rally grounds were often referred to as a “forum,” albeit not in the same way as the 
“forum” at the Königsplatz in Munich.53 The buildings at Nuremberg, largely inspired by famous 
Roman monuments, had a special purpose: to pull in an international, and even universal, 
audience, as well as to reflect authority on that same scale. The intent of the more prominent 
buildings was intentional: to evoke a modern manifestation of Rome’s imperium: all-
encompassing, complete dominance over Germans and their culture. Albert Speer was the ideal 
choice for this project due to his preference of emotional response “at the expense of practicality 
and proportion”54; Hitler would likely not have admired him so much had he not possessed such 
a trait. In the summer of 1933, Speer worked on the May Day celebration in Berlin, and after 
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Troost’s death, he completely supplanted (and even surpassed) the old role of Troost. Hitler and 
Speer grew extremely close, and in fact Speer had deep, friendly relations with Himmler and 
other high-ranking Nazis as well. Speer was an appropriate choice for Hitler’s assignments 
because he asked Hitler few questions regarding his architectural choices, but rather just carried 
them out, and he provided constant fuel to Hitler’s megalomania through his unrealistic designs. 
He remained unwaveringly loyal until the end of the war, maintaining that he was only an 
architect, but all the while possessing the knowledge that materials for such massive buildings 
such as those at Nuremberg were gathered by Jews in Himmler’s concentration camps.55  
Speer, in fact, took responsibility for designing the majority of buildings at the location 
due to this love for over-the-top displays of control. Speer loved classical architecture, and his 
passion for it poured into his plans; he mentions in his memoir Inside the Third Reich that he 
called his own style for Nuremberg “neoclassical,” and that he wished to derive it from the 
“Dorian,” or Doric, style.56 Despite his preference for Greek architecture rather than Roman, the 
majority of buildings designed by Speer exhibit more Roman influence than Greek, as portrayed 
in his modifications of the Olympiastadion done in the early 1930s. At Nuremberg, he integrated 
his taste for Doric architecture into his plans for the larger-than-life Deutsches Stadion. 
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He had traveled with his wife to Greece on his first trip abroad in 1935, and he modeled his 
designs on the Panathenaic Stadium in Athens, an originally Greek attraction later rebuilt entirely 
in marble by Roman Athenian senator Herodes Atticus.57 
           Fig. 2, Panathenaic Stadium, Athens58 
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The Panathenaic Stadium sits at the bottom of a small valley, and its tiered seats, like 
those of most Greek stadia and theaters, follow the pattern of the land; their seats were often 
built into hillsides, with the rows of seats rising along with the terrain.59 Completely unlike this 
strategy, Hitler’s team designed the Deutsches Stadion to sit on a plot of relatively flat land, 
again mimicking the distinctively Roman technique of beginning at the ground and building 
directly upwards.60 
Fig. 3, Model of the Deutsches Stadion by Albert Speer61 
 
Additionally, the sheer size of the stadium necessitated large barrel vaults in its 
substructure, which archaeologists and tourists see regularly in Roman stadia and theaters, while 
Greek theaters and stadia do not need a substructure for support; in their case, the land itself is 
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sturdy enough.62 The barrel vaults would support a surface area of seating that could supposedly 
accommodate up to four hundred thousand spectators; Speer noted that the only competitor or 
historical precedent was the Roman Circus Maximus, which could hold between 152,000 to 
200,000 spectators.63 Thus, the more supportive and sturdy Roman technique of arches prevailed 
rather than the traditionally Greek strategy of building into the hills. As usual, Hitler 
continuously supervised the design process, and Speer had to repeatedly refer to him for 
revisions and edits. Although Speer himself stated his preference for Doric architecture on more 
than one occasion, Hitler’s perpetual surveillance did not change, and later designs of the 
Deutsches Stadion reflected far more Roman than Greek characteristics. That is not to say, 
however, that Doric elements were not present in the preliminary sketches and models. Roman 
stadia were originally an evolution of Greek stadia due to the Roman invention of concrete, 
which is stronger than stone, and the need to create public works in a generally flat, marshy area 
such as the one ancient Rome sat on. Accordingly, many aspects of the Deutsches Stadion would 
indeed be similar to those of the Panathenaic Stadium, but the deliberate choice to build arches 
upon flat land dictated that the structure would appear more characteristically Roman. 
The Deutsches Stadion in particular, despite never actually being built due to the Second 
World War, perhaps affected the trajectory of all future architectural work done by or for Hitler: 
the building was to be larger than anything the Nazis had ever attempted thus far, as well as a 
much more transparent attempt at Hitler’s goals for ultimate power than its predecessors. Speer 
delighted Hitler with the monstrous size of his designs, but after the dictator’s death, he implied 
that Hitler’s obsession with immensity in architecture showed him the true depth of Hitler’s self-
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absorption.64 While at first the burgeoning regime needed to tread carefully, lest they be upturned 
by perceptive Germans who preferred a more democratic approach to leadership, by the mid- to 
late 1930s the Nazis reigned supreme and had a complex military branch to silence dissent; 
Hitler’s will could now rise to greater heights than ever before. Equipped with a virtually infinite 
amount of funding for state architectural endeavors and a romanticized idea of Germany based 
upon the principles of classical Rome, he became enamored with the theory of ruin value around 
this time (as Speer was rising in the NSDAP’s hierarchy), and he expressed interest in assuring 
that his architects’ future work would last for centuries. Despite the fact that reaching this goal 
would be incredibly costly in money and in human labor (prisoners assigned to work camps 
usually died within a year), Speer did everything within his power to obey Hitler’s will. In fact, 
he even assigned his staff to create a “Romantic” sketch of the main tribune at Nuremberg in 
ruins thousands of years in the future65 before the building process began.  This main tribune, or 
Haupttribüne, was a massive structure over 1300 feet long and 80 feet tall that looked upon the 
Zeppelinfeld, a large event space where Nazi supporters would watch and participate in parades. 
                     Fig. 5, the grandstand during a rally, Nuremberg, ca. 193766 
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During the rallies that took place between 1934 and 1938, the NSDAP erected wooden spectator 
seating that was noticeably shorter than the grandstand, upon which Hitler and members of his 
inner circle sat and observed the festivities. Speer’s official classical model for the grandstand 
was the Pergamon Altar, built during the rule of Eumenes II of Pergamon. While the general 
shape of the tribune reflects Speer’s choice, the details differ. Like Troost’s art museum in 
Munich, the Haupttribüne has an elongated, unbroken front façade, and an arcade along the front 
exterior supported by stripped classical columns. Speer appears to have transformed the entry 
stairway of the Altar into a long row of seats that stretches from one end to the other. In another 
testament to Troost, Speer chose one row of swastika-engraved coffers rather than two smaller 
ones for the ceiling, as in the Altar.67 In his effort to show appreciation for “Doric” architecture, 
Speer again inadvertently paid homage to Rome. A newly-arrived member of the NSDAP could 
gaze upon the grandstand with awe and experience a similar reverence, hoping that his or her 
own culture’s legacy could one day achieve the same timeless reputation. The Rally Grounds did 
not employ the imitation strategy only with regard to famous religious sites, however; buildings 
that acted as cultural centers also worked well to influence the masses. Father-son duo Ludwig 
and Franz Ruff designed such a building at the Rally Grounds – the Kongresshalle, or Congress 
Hall. During Hitler’s visit to Rome in 1938, he reportedly spent several hours at the Colosseum’s 
ruins to mull over plans for the building. After returning to Berlin, he worked tirelessly with his 
architects to refine the blueprints before eventually arriving at a finalized design and beginning 
construction in 1935. 
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The Colosseum provided the great majority of the architectural vision for the hall, which, 
though unfinished, shares more characteristics with its Roman counterpart than virtually any 
other extant Nazi building. The Kongresshalle has three floors, all with arches and open-air 
arcades on its exterior, strikingly similar to its inspiration. The Colosseum also contained three 
walkable floors with arches around the circular exterior, and the two buildings had the capacity 
for approximately the same number of people. Although the nominal function of the Colosseum 
was radically different from that of the Kongresshalle, and few (if any) exclusively political 
activities ever occurred there, Romans during the Empire saved one area: the seating space for 
the emperor and his closest confidants.  
Fig. 6, model of the Kongresshalle by Ludwig Ruff68 
However, one difference between the two buildings lies in their shape: the Kongresshalle 
has a closed horseshoe shape with two smaller wings attached to each end, while the 
Colosseum’s shape is circular. Experts have not yet commented substantially regarding the 
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difference in shape, but the Theater of Marcellus may have given the Ruffs ideas, as its 
appearance has an uncanny resemblance to the Kongresshalle despite its smaller capacity.69  
                                Fig. 7, model of the Colosseum by Italo Gismondi70 
 
Like the Hall, it possesses a closed horseshoe structure, and the size of the wings exhibits 
a likeness to it. The Kongresshalle was the boldest architectural experiment carried out by Hitler 
and his team thus far in his career, and the overwhelmingly positive feedback received from the 
masses, along with the equally positive reception of the Stadion, gave him the momentum for 
what he planned as his crown jewel: the overhaul of Berlin, which he would transform into a 
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Chapter 5: Berlin as Welthauptstadt (World Capital) 
 
Hitler had prepared for a renaissance of Berlin, or, as he wished to call it, Germania, 
since the early 1920s. In fact, he planned it meticulously for years, daring to imagine it as the 
Welthauptstadt, or capital of the planet (the entirety of which he plotted to conquer before 1960). 
It is quite telling that he chose an explicitly Latin name for the capital rather than drawing upon a 
Germanic, or even Greek, source – largely because there are few extant Germanic artifacts, and 
the Germans did not have the same history with Greece. Germania was both the name of a 
region the Romans could not fully conquer, signifying the barbarians who lived beyond the 
foreboding Rhine River, and the title of an ethnographical written work by Tacitus describing 
them as they were in the 1st century AD. Rome’s attempt to subjugate the nearby Germanic tribes 
ultimately failed, and Tacitus’ work gives insight into the Romans’ view of Germania’s 
inhabitants: simultaneously terrifying and awe-inspiring. Through the name Germania, Hitler 
could easily evoke the ancient culture of the peoples who once occupied Germany while also 
paying homage to Roman greatness. It was perfect for Hitler, who envisioned himself as the 
savior of German culture and restorer of military preeminence. 
During his time in Landsberg prison after the failed Nazi Beer Hall Putsch in 1923, Hitler 
prepared initial sketches of the various buildings he dreamed of building in Berlin; he kept them 
until his death, having little doubt even in prison that he would one day become the master 
designer and architect of his own Roman empire. His plans included more than a dozen 
substantial changes to the city, made up of new public buildings, monuments, and transportation 
routes, but the scope of this thesis dictates that only those structures most striking in proportion 
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or appearance can be discussed at length. One of Hitler’s early sketches shows his appreciation 
for the Roman arch: the so-called Triumphal Arch. 
           Fig. 1, sketch of Triumphal Arch (front view) by Adolf Hitler, 192571 
    Fig. 2, sketch of Triumphal Arch (side view) by Adolf Hitler72 
 
71 Spotts, Hitler and the Power of Aesthetics, 314 
72 Spotts, Hitler and the Power of Aesthetics, 317. 
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Hitler handed two drawings of his arch, both from the 1920s, to Albert Speer in 1936 and 
told him, “I never doubted that some day I would build these two edifices.” After Speer agreed to 
review the sketches, Hitler appointed him Inspector General of Building and head of the 
Generalbauinspektion (General Building Inspection) branch of the Reich, which meant that 
Speer now answered only to Hitler in terms of rebuilding Berlin, allowing the two to work more 
closely together than ever and give Hitler as much access to planning as he could possess.73  
The Triumphal Arch Hitler wished for, but never achieved, would sit above a grand 
boulevard along Berlin’s north-south axis and tower above any other of its kind at three hundred 
and eighty-six feet high.74 Although the Nazis had built military structures before, such as 
barracks and naval bases, the Triumphal Arch would place Germany’s armed forces at the 
forefront of German culture. In comparison, Paris’ Arc de Triomphe was 164 feet in height, and 
the nearby Brandenburg Gate was only 64 feet. Hitler had thoroughly thought out every detail of 
the arch, planning to decorate it heavily with seventy-five bas-reliefs and the names of all 1.8 
million German soldiers who had perished in the First World War (in which Hitler had 
personally fought). 
While aesthetically pleasing and impressive, Hitler’s sketches of the arch had nothing 
unique or original in the designs themselves. He instead almost directly copied his blueprints 
from those of Roman arches, and the Arch of Titus looks especially similar, even if no Roman 
model has been listed by Hitler’s architects or modern scholars as inspiration. Rather than 
directing his efforts to the creation of a uniquely Nazi architectural style, he chose to simply 
surpass the Roman pioneers through the buildings’ unrealistically large proportions. His design 
was, in reality, rather tasteless, but the aim was not to create an intricate and beautiful sight; 
 
73 Whyte, “National Socialism, Classicism, and Architecture,” 426. 
74 Spotts, Hitler and the Power of Aesthetics, 314. 
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instead, it was to showcase how much money and how many resources the Reich possessed. 
Wealth, after all, is one of the greatest accomplishments of an empire, and Hitler certainly 
wanted one for himself. 
 
Fig. 3, Arch of Titus, Roman Forum, Italy, 201375 
 
His ultimate goal was to emulate, and thus outdo, the Romans rather than simply imitate them; 
however, the only aspects that made this arch anything other than a carbon copy of any arch in 
Rome were the soldiers’ names and the sheer overwhelming size of the monument. Hitler 
deemed the arch “the heart of his plan,”76 and his obsession with it was so intense that Speer later 
complained about Hitler’s aggressive tenacity regarding its planning process.77 He only showed 
 
75 “Arch of Titus,” Wikipedia, last modified February 19, 2021, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arch_of_Titus. 
76 Chapoutot, Greeks, Romans, Germans, 253. 
77 Whyte, “National Socialism, Classicism, and Architecture,” 430. 
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this much personal interest in one other building scheme for Berlin, which he had also spent 
hours refining sketches for while not yet in high office. 
Hitler had drawn two preliminary sketches in the 1920s for a Volkshalle, or a People’s 
Hall (also described as a Great Hall), that he gave to Speer as a blueprint. 
Fig. 4, sketch of the Volkshalle by Adolf Hitler, early 1920s78 
 
Fig. 5, sketch of the Volkshalle by Adolf Hitler, 192579 
 
78 Spotts, Hitler and the Power of Aesthetics, 358. 




The People’s Hall would lie at the other end of the grand boulevard from the arch and act as a 
political gathering space for the people of Berlin, inspired by Hadrian’s Pantheon in Rome.  
Fig. 6, Hadrian’s Pantheon, Rome80 
 
Another architect of Hitler’s, Hermann Giesler, recorded Hitler recalling his visit to Rome in 
1938 and exclaiming, “What majesty! – I gazed at the large open oculus, and saw the universe 
and sensed what had given this space the name Pantheon – God and the world are one.” 81 The 
Pantheon traditionally takes its name from the various statues of deities that were housed in the 
last building before it was destroyed in a fire, but Cassius Dio (the only Roman author to 
 
80 Scobie, Hitler’s State Architecture, 111. 
81 Scobie, Hitler’s State Architecture, 109. 
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mention the structure after Hadrian’s reconstruction) wondered in his writing, “…my own 
opinion on the origin of the name is that, because of its vaulted roof, it actually resembles the 
heavens.”82 
In Ancient Greek, pan means “all,” and theos means “god” or “gods,” signifying that the 
building in antiquity was related somehow to every god, although the true function of the 
building in antiquity is unknown today. One certainty is that the original was built around the 
same time that ruler cults were becoming (due to Augustus) prominent in Rome. Accordingly, 
many Roman writers during the Julio-Claudian dynasty referred to their emperor, deceased or 
alive, as being “in the heavens.”83 While Hitler did not have a wealth of formal education, he was 
highly interested in the famous works of ancient Rome, and the Pantheon was likely no different; 
most architectural enthusiasts of his day would have studied and been familiar with it. Hitler 
seems to have shared Dio’s perspective on what the Pantheon represented, thus wanting to build 
a monument that gave Germans the same emotions upon entering. Speer’s own interest in 
imposing architecture was again piqued as well; he drew up a sketch of what the Hall might look 
like after decay or destruction, modeling his own art after that of Giovanni Battista Piranesi in 
Le antichità Romane. 
 
82 Cassius Dio 53.27.2; Robert Hannah and Giulio Magli, “The Role of the Sun in the Pantheon’s Design and 
Meaning,” Numen 58.4 (2011): 489. 
83 Hannah and Magli, “The Role of the Sun,” 498. 
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Fig. 7, drawing of Volkshalle ruins by Albert Speer, with the ruined pillars and walls in the right  
fore- and background84 
 
Its planned domed structure could hold St. Peter’s Cathedral in Rome at least twice, according to 
Albert Speer.85 The oculus of the dome alone would measure 46 meters in diameter, which could 
have accommodated the entire rotunda of the Pantheon, and it would cover an interior that could 
hold 180,000 rallying Germans; there is little wonder that Speer deemed this building a 
Monsterbau (“monster building”).86 The Volkshalle would serve as the centerpiece of Berlin as 
the capital of the world because one could not miss its shape on the city’s skyline. Its size would 
easily dwarf any other sight in the city (and likely in all of Europe) and serve as a symbol of 
Hitler’s all-encompassing power over the masses, even displaying it in full view of the heavens. 
 
84 Hell, The Conquest of Ruins, 6. Hell refers to the building with less damage on the left as “the so-called 
Führerbau,” but as the Führerbau is located in Munich and Hitler took great care with naming structures he felt 
pride in, this building is unlikely to be the Führerbau and cannot be identified with any blueprints. 
85 Speer, Inside the Third Reich, 74. 
86 Scobie, Hitler’s State Architecture, 112. 
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The Volkshalle’s similarity to the Pantheon reveals itself more clearly through the 
architectural elements in the interior. 
Fig. 8, model of Volkshalle interior by Albert Speer87 
Fig. 9, interior of Hadrian’s Pantheon, Rome88 
 
87 Scobie, Hitler’s State Architecture, 113. 
88 Scobie, Hitler’s State Architecture, 113. 
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Inside the building’s dome, the ceiling is coffered in the same pattern as that of Hadrian’s 
Pantheon. Speer also took inspiration from the pillared zone visible in the center of both figures, 
as well as the recess in the direct center, which would hold Hitler’s tribunal in the Volkshalle 
(from which he would be able to directly engage with his supporters). The dome of the hall also 
rests on a zone of shallow recesses above the pillars, which could provide another example of the 
respect paid by Speer to the architects of Imperial Rome. Through the Volkshalle and his 
destruction and reconstruction of Berlin, Hitler was preparing to rise higher than he ever had in 






















Although the National Socialist plan to build a new and allegedly improved world 
subjugated by the Third Reich ultimately failed, the shockwaves of World War II continue to 
reverberate throughout Germany and the rest of the world. Non-Germans do not often see the 
connection between classical architecture and Germany today, largely because there are few 
examples still standing; Germans’ sheer aversion to anything Nazi-related has won a cultural 
battle over the simple beauty of classical buildings. The art museum designed by Troost and 
revered by Hitler came under fire as recently as 2017 after the newly-hired architect assigned to 
renovate it publicly released digital renderings of ideas for the building.89 Public opinion was 
that the building looked exactly the same, albeit without swastikas, and that the architect had 
glorified and romanticized the building’s Nazi history. In early 2020, former President of the 
United States Donald Trump drafted an executive order titled “Making Federal Buildings 
Beautiful Again,” intending to mandate that architects of federal structures design only 
classically-inspired buildings. The overwhelming majority of architectural groups in the US 
immediately condemned the order, and some journalists even outwardly compared it to Hitler’s 
push for classical architecture, proving that the fear of overstepping with classical architecture is 
not contained within Germany alone.90  
On the other hand, some Germans, rather than obscuring Nazi history altogether to avoid 
controversy, have preferred to cope with the largest catastrophe of the 20th century by making 
 
89 Catherine Hickley, “Should Munich contemporary art museum reveal or obscure its Nazi history?” The Art 
Newspaper, March 1, 2017. https://www.theartnewspaper.com/news/should-munich-contemporary-art-museum-
reveal-or-obscure-its-nazi-history. 




new, opposing additions. In Nuremberg, the unfinished shell of the Kongresshalle is, quite 
literally, speared through at its northern wing by an extremely modern, diagonal museum faced 
with glass. The site aims to raise awareness of the ideology spread by Hitler and his regime, and 
the dangers of forgetting the past lest we repeat it, by intentionally dealing the Third Reich as an 
entity a final and fatal wound. In the same way as Hitler’s government, but to achieve radically 
different goals; the design of this museum is a weapon intending to serve a specific purpose. 
Juxtaposed against the Roman façade is a permanent reminder that architecture can be a 
powerful visual sign of a society’s political and cultural climate even today, and should not 
necessarily be disregarded in favor of other forms of cultural expression, especially when touted 
by authoritarian leaders.  
Hitler, like all fascist leaders in history thus far, attempted to resurrect his country’s past 
(real, constructed, and everything in between) to legitimize his role as the savior of Germany, 
though his approach was necessarily different than that of Mussolini. Hitler’s intimate 
relationship with his architectural designs indicates that he alone held responsibility for the 
majority of architectural planning in his Germany, and that his group of prized architects all 
answered only to him. Room for obvious displays of individuality or divergence from classical 
styles did not exist for Hitler’s architects when their work focused on a structure that Hitler 
particularly cared for; Hitler’s own vision was the only true blueprint that they needed to follow 
in these cases. His passion for ancient Greek and Roman achievements allowed him to exercise 
his ultimate and non-negotiable power on a universal scale, unheard of since the fall of the 
Roman Empire. Without Hitler’s veritable obsession with Roman planning and building 
techniques, none of the major building projects he undertook (whether they were built or not) 
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would have the same impact upon onlookers that they do today, and the architectural landscape 
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